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clear President Franklin D. Roosevelt of the charge that he knew the attack was coming. The Japanese onslaught on Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 devastated
Americans and precipitated entry into World War II. In the aftermath, Admiral Husband Kimmel, Commander-in-Chief of the Pacific Fleet, was relieved of command,
accused of negligence and dereliction of duty—publicly disgraced. But the Admiral defended his actions through eight investigations and for the rest of his long life.
The evidence against him was less than solid. High military and political officials had failed to provide Kimmel and his Army counterpart with vital intelligence. Later, to
hide the biggest U.S. intelligence secret of the day, they covered it up. Following the Admiral’s death, his sons—both Navy veterans—fought on to clear his name. Now
that they in turn are dead, Kimmel’s grandsons continue the struggle. For them, 2016 is a pivotal year. With unprecedented access to documents, diaries and letters,
and the family’s cooperation, Summers’ and Swan’s search for the truth has taken them far beyond the Kimmel story—to explore claims of duplicity and betrayal in high
places in Washington. A Matter of Honor is a provocative story of politics and war, of a man willing to sacrifice himself for his country only to be sacrificed himself.
Revelatory and definitive, it is an invaluable contribution to our understanding of this pivotal event. The book includes forty black-and-white photos throughout the text.
A Matter of Principle-Conrad Black 2012-09-11 "I never ask for mercy and seek no one's sympathy. I would never, as was once needlessly feared in this court, be a
fugitive from justice in this country, only a seeker of it." —Conrad Black, in his statement to the court, June 24, 2011 In 1993, Conrad Black was the proprietor of
London's Daily Telegraph and the head of one of the world's largest newspaper groups. He completed a memoir in 1992, A Life in Progress, and "great prospects
beckoned." In 2004, he was fired as chairman of Hollinger International after he and his associates were accused of fraud. Here, for the first time, Black describes his
indictment, four-month trial in Chicago, partial conviction, imprisonment, and largely successful appeal. In this unflinchingly revealing and superbly written memoir,
Black writes without reserve about the prosecutors who mounted a campaign to destroy him and the journalists who presumed he was guilty. Fascinating people fill
these pages, from prime ministers and presidents to the social, legal, and media elite, among them: Margaret Thatcher, Tony Blair, George W. Bush, Jean Chrétien,
Rupert Murdoch, Izzy Asper, Richard Perle, Norman Podhoretz, Eddie Greenspan, Alan Dershowitz, and Henry Kissinger. Woven throughout are Black's views on big
themes: politics, corporate governance, and the U.S. justice system. He is candid about highly personal subjects, including his friendships - with those who have
supported and those who have betrayed him - his Roman Catholic faith, and his marriage to Barbara Amiel. And he writes about his complex relations with Canada,
Great Britain, and the United States, and in particular the blow he has suffered at the hands of that nation. In this extraordinary book, Black maintains his innocence
and recounts what he describes as "the fight of and for my life." A Matter of Principle is a riveting memoir and a scathing account of a flawed justice system.
Legitimacy and Trust in Criminal Law, Policy and Justice-Nina Peršak 2016-04-22 Whereas previous studies of legitimacy and trust have mostly dealt with procedural
justice and the police, this book focuses on other crucial understudied aspects of legitimacy within criminal law, policy and criminal justice. The chapters expand and
develop current criminological, legal and socio-legal research by addressing conceptions of legitimacy linked to criminal law norms, criminalisation and sanctioning; by
examining EU legal and policy aspects of the phenomenon; and by exploring some specific court-related issues of legitimacy and trust, hitherto neglected. With
contributions from across the EU, this interdisciplinary collection presents a valuable discussion on the importance of trust in legal institutions of modern democracies
and suggests ideas for future research in this area to challenge ways of thinking about legitimacy.
Justice in the Shadows-Radclyffe 2004-09-01 Third in the Justice Series. In a shadow world of secrets, lies, and hidden agendas, Detective Sergeant Rebecca Frye and
her lover, Dr. Catherine Rawlings, join forces once again in the elusive search for justice. Rebecca is aided in her struggle to uncover a pornography ring and expose its
connections to a traitor within the police department by a rag-tag team of dedicated cops and civilians: JT Sloan, a cybersleuth who is committed to avenging her
lover’s devastating injury and walks the fine line between justice and revenge; Dellon Mitchell, a young police officer who discovers an unforeseen talent for
undercover work; and Sandy, a prostitute who develops an unexpected passion for cops. Ultimately, this secret investigation may risk not just their careers, but may
cost one of them their life.
Church, State and Public Justice-P. C. Kemeny 2009-09-20 Abortion. Physician-assisted suicide. Same-sex marriages. Embryonic stem-cell research. Poverty. Crime.
What is a faithful Christian response? The God of the Bible is unquestionably a God of justice. Yet Christians have had their differences as to how human government
and the church should bring about a just social order. Although Christians share many deep and significant theological convictions, differences that threaten to divide
them have often surrounded the matter of how the church collectively and Christians individually ought to engage the public square. What is the mission of the church?
What is the purpose of human government? How ought they to be related to each other? How should social injustice be redressed? The five noted contributors to this
volume answer these questions from within their distinctive Christian theological traditions, as well as responding to the other four positions. Through the
presentations and ensuing dialogue we come to see more clearly what the differences are, where their positions overlap and why they diverge. The contributors and the
positions taken include Clarke E. Cochran: A Catholic Perspective Derek H. Davis: A Classical Separation Perspective Ronald J. Sider: An Anabaptist Perspective
Corwin F. Smidt: A Principled Pluralist Perspective J. Philip Wogaman: A Social Justice Perspective This book will be instructive for anyone seeking to grasp the major
Christian alternatives and desiring to pursue a faithful corporate and individual response to the social issues that face us.
Rhetoric and Social Justice in Isaiah-Mark Gray 2006-04-19 Rhetoric ad Social Justice in Isaiah applies a literary methodology to the book of Isaiah in order critically to
explore the nature and sources of the social justice encoded in the world created by the text. After a close reading of Isaiah 1: 16 & 17, Gray establishes grounds for a
trajectory to Isaiah 58, preparatory to examining if it offers a deepening of the concept of social justice in the Isaianic corpus. Gray raises the issue of divine reliability
to assess the impact on the theme of social justice of the rhetoric of universal punishment by the divine/prophetic voice. He evaluates the ways the stark Isaianic
dichotomy between reliance on God and anything of human origin is affected by trust in God being destabilized: if trust in God is demonstrated to be difficult on
account of legitimate doubts about divine justice, then the way is opened for retaining an active human role in the search for justice. Gray demonstrates the ways that
social justice attains primacy in Isaiah, the ways that humanity if given a role in pursuing social justice, and the ways that Isaiah 58 impinges upon the idea of social
justice within the book as a whole.
Justice-Nicholas Wolterstorff 2010-04-12 Wide-ranging and ambitious, Justice combines moral philosophy and Christian ethics to develop an important theory of rights
and of justice as grounded in rights. Nicholas Wolterstorff discusses what it is to have a right, and he locates rights in the respect due the worth of the rights-holder.
After contending that socially-conferred rights require the existence of natural rights, he argues that no secular account of natural human rights is successful; he offers
instead a theistic account. Wolterstorff prefaces his systematic account of justice as grounded in rights with an exploration of the common claim that rights-talk is
inherently individualistic and possessive. He demonstrates that the idea of natural rights originated neither in the Enlightenment nor in the individualistic philosophy of
the late Middle Ages, but was already employed by the canon lawyers of the twelfth century. He traces our intuitions about rights and justice back even further, to
Hebrew and Christian scriptures. After extensively discussing justice in the Old Testament and the New, he goes on to show why ancient Greek and Roman philosophy
could not serve as a framework for a theory of rights. Connecting rights and wrongs to God's relationship with humankind, Justice not only offers a rich and compelling
philosophical account of justice, but also makes an important contribution to overcoming the present-day divide between religious discourse and human rights.
Changes in Society, Crime and Criminal Justice in Europe-Cyrille Fijnaut 1995
Generous Justice-Timothy Keller 2012-08-07 Keller explores a life of justice empowered by an experience of grace.
Arc of Justice-Kevin Boyle 2007-04-01 An electrifying story of the sensational murder trial that divided a city and ignited the civil rights struggle In 1925, Detroit was a
smoky swirl of jazz and speakeasies, assembly lines and fistfights. The advent of automobiles had brought workers from around the globe to compete for manufacturing
jobs, and tensions often flared with the KKK in ascendance and violence rising. Ossian Sweet, a proud Negro doctor-grandson of a slave-had made the long climb from
the ghetto to a home of his own in a previously all-white neighborhood. Yet just after his arrival, a mob gathered outside his house; suddenly, shots rang out: Sweet, or
one of his defenders, had accidentally killed one of the whites threatening their lives and homes. And so it began-a chain of events that brought America's greatest
attorney, Clarence Darrow, into the fray and transformed Sweet into a controversial symbol of equality. Historian Kevin Boyle weaves the police investigation and
courtroom drama of Sweet's murder trial into an unforgettable tapestry of narrative history that documents the volatile America of the 1920s and movingly re-creates
the Sweet family's journey from slavery through the Great Migration to the middle class. Ossian Sweet's story, so richly and poignantly captured here, is an epic tale of
one man trapped by the battles of his era's changing times. Arc of Justice is the winner of the 2004 National Book Award for Nonfiction.
Justice for Hedgehogs-Ronald Dworkin 2011-05-03 In Dworkin’s master work, the central thesis is that all areas of value depend on one another. This is one, big thing
that the hedgehog knows, in contrast to the fox, who knows many little things. Dworkin’s understanding of the relationship—between ethics, morality, and political
morality—is significantly revised and also greatly elaborated. He argues that “dignity” is the essential core of living well and that a satisfactory account of dignity
would, in turn, point to two principles. The first states that it is objectively important that each person’s life go well; and the second that each person has a special
responsibility for identifying what counts as success in his or her own life. Dworkin believes that values cohere and that in order to defend that coherence he has to
take up a broad variety of philosophical issues that are not normally treated in one book. He discusses the metaphysics of value, the character of truth, the nature of
interpretation, the conditions of agreement and disagreement, the phenomenon of moral responsibility and the problem of free will as well as more substantive issues
of ethical, moral and legal theory.
Justice Accused-Robert M. Cover 1975 What should a judge do when he must hand down a ruling based on a law that he considers unjust or oppressive? This question
is examined through a series of problems concerning unjust law that arose with respect to slavery in nineteenth-century America. "Cover's book is splendid in many
ways. His legal history and legal philosophy are both first class. . . . This is, for a change, an interdisciplinary work that is a credit to both disciplines."--Ronald Dworkin,
Times Literary Supplement "Scholars should be grateful to Cover for his often brilliant illumination of tensions created in judges by changing eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century jurisprudential attitudes and legal standards. . . An exciting adventure in interdisciplinary history."--Harold M. Hyman, American Historical Review
"A most articulate, sophisticated, and learned defense of legal formalism. . . Deserves and needs to be widely read."--Don Roper, Journal of American History "An
excellent illustration of the way in which a burning moral issue relates to the American judicial process. The book thus has both historical value and a very immediate
importance."--Edwards A. Stettner, Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science "A really fine book, an important contribution to law and to
history."--Louis H. Pollak
A Matter of Justice-Robin Buhrke 2013-09-05 First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Where Justice and Mercy Meet-Vicki Schieber 2013-02-01 Where Justice and Mercy Meet: Catholic Opposition to the Death Penalty comprehensively explores the
Catholic stance against capital punishment in new and important ways. The broad perspective of this book has been shaped in conversation with the Catholic
Mobilizing Network to End the Use of the Death Penalty, as well as through the witness of family members of murder victims and the spiritual advisors of condemned
inmates. The book offers the reader new insight into the debates about capital punishment; provides revealing, and sometimes surprising, information about methods of
execution; and explores national and international trends and movements related to the death penalty. It also addresses how the death penalty has been intertwined
with racism, the high percentage of the mentally disabled on death row, and how the death penalty disproportionately affects the poor. The foundation for the church's
position on the death penalty is illuminated by discussion of the life and death of Jesus, Scripture, the Mass, the Catechism of the Catholic Church, and the teachings of
Pope John Paul II. Written for concerned Catholics and other interested readers, the book contains contemporary stories and examples, as well as discussion questions
to engage groups in exploring complex issues.
Mean Justice-Edward Humes 2012-11-13 This national bestseller from the Pulitzer Prize-winner catapults readers to the dark side of the justice system with the
powerful true story of one man's battle to prove his innocence. Besieged by murder, rape, and the vilest conspiracies, the all-American town of Bakersfield, California,
found its saviors in a band of bold and savvy prosecutors who stepped in to create one of the toughest anti-crime communities in the nation. There was only one
problem: many of those who were arrested, tried, and imprisoned were innocent citizens. In a work as taut and exciting as a suspense novel, Pulitzer Prize-winning
author and journalist Edward Humes embarks on a chilling journey to the dark side of the justice system. He reveals the powerful true story of retired high-school
principal Pat Dunn's battle to prove his innocence, and how he was the victim of a case tainted by hidden witnesses, concealed evidence, and behind-the-scenes
lobbying by powerful politicians. Humes demonstrates how the mean justice dispensed in Bakersfield is part of a growing national trend in which innocence has
become the unintended casualty of today's war on crime.
Vigilante Justice-Michael LaRocca 2002-07-01 An Internal Affairs detective pursues the vigilante cops who murdered his brother. Will he choose a love that cannot be
consummated? Or will he choose guilt, vengeance and his own brand of vigilante justice?
Justice-Michael J. Sandel 2009-09-15 What are our obligations to others as people in a free society? Should government tax the rich to help the poor? Is the free market
fair? Is it sometimes wrong to tell the truth? Is killing sometimes morally required? Is it possible, or desirable, to legislate morality? Do individual rights and the
common good conflict? Michael J. Sandel's "Justice" course is one of the most popular and influential at Harvard. Up to a thousand students pack the campus theater to
hear Sandel relate the big questions of political philosophy to the most vexing issues of the day, and this fall, public television will air a series based on the course.
Justice offers readers the same exhilarating journey that captivates Harvard students. This book is a searching, lyrical exploration of the meaning of justice, one that
invites readers of all political persuasions to consider familiar controversies in fresh and illuminating ways. Affirmative action, same-sex marriage, physician-assisted
suicide, abortion, national service, patriotism and dissent, the moral limits of markets—Sandel dramatizes the challenge of thinking through these con?icts, and shows
how a surer grasp of philosophy can help us make sense of politics, morality, and our own convictions as well. Justice is lively, thought-provoking, and wise—an
essential new addition to the small shelf of books that speak convincingly to the hard questions of our civic life.
JUSTICE: IT WAS ONLY A MATTER OF TIME-Bob Reiner 2012-12-13 Zack Justice is just an average, clumsy, teenage boy. Living with foster parents since before he
could remember, Zack had accepted his fate of being just out of reach of Everything he ever knew was about to change--starting with the real identity of his foster
parents.If learning what really happened to his biological family, possibly ruining any hope of getting the girl of his dreams, and watching as his hometown is plagued
with political corruption, terrorist attacks, and kidnappings was not enough, Zack must accept his fate and role as the source of all these problems. Chosen to be
greater than he could ever imagine, he must learn and accept the supernatural power hidden deep within him if he wants to protect his family and friends, stay alive,
and ultimately fulfill his destiny.
Pursuing Justice-Ken Wytsma 2013 Examines the concept of biblical justice and the meaning of righteousness, using evangelical theology and personal narratives to
show the importance of giving one's life away and living with justice, mercy, and humility.
Scalia Dissents-Antonin Scalia 2012-04-01 Brilliant. Colorful. Visionary. Tenacious. Witty. Since his appointment to the Supreme Court in 1986, Associate Justice
Antonin Scalia has been described as all of these things and for good reason. He is perhaps the best-known justice on the Supreme Court today and certainly the most
controversial. Yet most Americans have probably not read even one of his several hundred Supreme Court opinions. In Scalia Dissents, Kevin Ring, former counsel to
the U.S. Senate's Constitution Subcommittee, lets Justice Scalia speak for himself. This volume—the first of its kind— showcases the quotable justice's take on many of
today's most contentious constitutional debates. Scalia Dissents contains over a dozen of the justice's most compelling and controversial opinions. Ring also provides
helpful background on the opinions and a primer on Justice Scalia's judicial philosophy. Scalia Dissents is the perfect book for readers who love scintillating prose and
penetrating insight on the most important constitutional issues of our time.

A Matter of Trust-Radclyffe 2006 Four individuals, each wounded by personal betrayal, find their lives becoming ever more inextricably bound as they struggle to trust
and to love again.
A Matter of Trust-Lis W. Wiehl 2013 When she investigates the death of her best friend and coworker, Colleen, and its connections to the murder of another Seattle
prosecutor four years earlier, Mia Quinn finds that many people could have wanted Colleen dead.
A Matter of Trust, 2nd ed.-Radclyffe 2006-02-01 A Prequel to In Pursuit of Justice. Michael Lassiter, a theoretical design executive, is about to wage war on the
corporate battlefield as she fights to maintain control of her company in the midst of divorce. She hires JT Sloan, an internet security consultant, to protect her most
important asset—her dreams and visions, which are suddenly vulnerable within the corporate computer system. Sloan, a brilliant cybersleuth who steadfastly avoids
emotional commitments, shares a painful, secret past with her associate and friend, Jason McBride. Sarah Martin, a gentle practitioner of eastern medicine, searches
for a way to heal a damaged soul. These four very different individuals, each wounded by personal betrayal, find their lives becoming ever more inextricably bound as
they struggle to trust, and to love, again.
Matter Trust: Building Integrity Into-ANNE. THURSTON 2020-12 The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals initiative has the potential to set the direction for
a future world that works for everyone. Approved by 193 United Nations member countries in September 2016 to help guide global and national development policies
through the year 2030, the seventeen goals build on the successes of the Millennium Development Goals, but also include new priority areas, such as climate change,
economic inequality, innovation, sustainable consumption, peace, and justice. Assessed against commonly agreed targets and indicators, the goals should facilitate
inter-governmental cooperation and the development of regional and even global development strategies. This book explores, through a series of case studies, the
substantial challenges for assembling reliable data and statistics to address pressing development challenges, particularly in Africa. By highlighting the enormous
potential value of creating and using high quality data, statistics, and records as an interconnected resource and describing how this can be achieved, the book will
contribute to defining meaningful and realistic global and national development policies in the critical period to 2030.
A Matter of Simple Justice-Lee Stout 2020-03-25 In August 1972, Newsweek proclaimed that “the person in Washington who has done the most for the women’s
movement may be Richard Nixon.” Today, opinions of the Nixon administration are strongly colored by foreign policy successes and the Watergate debacle. Its
accomplishments in advancing the role of women in government have been largely forgotten. Based on the “A Few Good Women” oral history project at the Penn State
University Libraries, A Matter of Simple Justice illuminates the administration’s groundbreaking efforts to expand the role of women—and the long-term consequences
for women in the American workplace. At the forefront of these efforts was Barbara Hackman Franklin, a staff assistant to the president who was hired to recruit more
women into the upper levels of the federal government. Franklin, at the direction of President Nixon, White House counselor Robert Finch, and personnel director Fred
Malek, became the administration’s de facto spokesperson on women’s issues. She helped bring more than one hundred women into executive positions in the
government and created a talent bank of more than a thousand names of qualified women. The Nixon administration expanded the numbers of women on presidential
commissions and boards, changed civil service rules to open thousands more federal jobs to women, and expanded enforcement of antidiscrimination laws to include
gender discrimination. Also during this time, Congress approved the Equal Rights Amendment and Nixon signed Title IX of the Education Amendments into law.
Featuring a new forward by Sara Eisen, this updated edition of A Matter of Simple Justice celebrates the 100th anniversary of women’s suffrage in the United States
through the story of Barbara Hackman Franklin and those “few good women” and shows how the advances that were made in this time by a Republican presidency
both reflected the national debate over the role of women in society and took major steps toward equality in the workplace for women.
A Matter of Justice-David A. Nichols 2007-09-04 Fifty years after President Dwight D. Eisenhower ordered troops to Little Rock, Arkansas, to enforce a federal court
order desegregating the city's Central High School, a leading authority on Eisenhower presents an original and engrossing narrative that places Ike and his civil rights
policies in dramatically new light. Historians such as Stephen Ambrose and Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., have portrayed Eisenhower as aloof, if not outwardly hostile, to the
plight of African-Americans in the 1950s. It is still widely assumed that he opposed the Supreme Court's landmark 1954 Brown v. Board of Education decision
mandating the desegregation of public schools, that he deeply regretted appointing Earl Warren as the Court's chief justice because of his role in molding Brown, that
he was a bystander in Congress's passage of the civil rights acts of 1957 and 1960, and that he so mishandled the Little Rock crisis that he was forced to dispatch
troops to rescue a failed policy. In this sweeping narrative, David A. Nichols demonstrates that these assumptions are wrong. Drawing on archival documents neglected
by biographers and scholars, including thousands of pages newly available from the Eisenhower Presidential Library, Nichols takes us inside the Oval Office to look
over Ike's shoulder as he worked behind the scenes, prior to Brown, to desegregate the District of Columbia and complete the desegregation of the armed forces. We
watch as Eisenhower, assisted by his close collaborator, Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr., sifted through candidates for federal judgeships and appointed five
pro-civil rights justices to the Supreme Court and progressive judges to lower courts. We witness Eisenhower crafting civil rights legislation, deftly building a
congressional coalition that passed the first civil rights act in eighty-two years, and maneuvering to avoid a showdown with Orval Faubus, the governor of Arkansas,
over desegregation of Little Rock's Central High. Nichols demonstrates that Eisenhower, though he was a product of his time and its backward racial attitudes, was
actually more progressive on civil rights in the 1950s than his predecessor, Harry Truman, and his successors, John F. Kennedy and Lyndon Johnson. Eisenhower was
more a man of deeds than of words and preferred quiet action over grandstanding. His cautious public rhetoric -- especially his legalistic response to Brown -- gave a
misleading impression that he was not committed to the cause of civil rights. In fact, Eisenhower's actions laid the legal and political groundwork for the more familiar
breakthroughs in civil rights achieved in the 1960s. Fair, judicious, and exhaustively researched, A Matter of Justice is the definitive book on Eisenhower's civil rights
policies that every presidential historian and future biographer of Ike will have to contend with.
Social Justice, Legitimacy and the Welfare State-Steffen Mau 2007-01-01 Drawing together leading international experts such as Knut Halvorsen, Robert Y. Shapiro,
Stefan Svallfors and Wim van Oorschot, this volume addresses issues of justice and legitimacy in the context of welfare state transformation. Providing a comparative
A Matter of Trust (Montana Rescue Book #3)-Susan May Warren 2017-07-04 Champion backcountry snowboarder Gage Watson has left the limelight behind after the
death of one of his fans. After being sued for negligence and stripped of his sponsorships, he's remade his life as a ski patrol in Montana's rugged mountains, as well as
serving on the PEAK Rescue team. But he can't seem to find his footing--or forget the woman he loved, who betrayed him. Senator and former attorney Ella Blair
spends much of her time in the limelight as the second-youngest senator in the country. But she has a secret--one that cost Gage his career. More than anything, she
wants to atone for her betrayal of him in the courtroom and find a way to help him put his career back on track. When Ella's brother goes missing on one of Glacier
National Park's most dangerous peaks, Gage and his team are called in for the rescue. But Gage isn't so sure he wants to help the woman who destroyed his life. More,
when she insists on joining the search, he'll have to keep her safe while finding her reckless brother, a recipe for disaster when a snowstorm hits the mountain. But old
sparks relight as they search for the missing snowboarder--and suddenly, they are faced with emotions neither can deny. But when Ella's secret is revealed, can they
learn to trust each other--even when disaster happens again?
Food Insecurity-Tamar Mayer 2020-07-23 This book explores the experiences, causes, and consequences of food insecurity in different geographical regions and
historical eras. It highlights collective and political actions aimed at food sovereignty as solutions to mitigate suffering. Despite global efforts to end hunger, it persists
and has even increased in some regions. This book provides interdisciplinary and historical perspectives on the manifestations of food insecurity, with case studies
illustrating how people coped with violations of their rights during the war-time deprivation in France; the neoliberal incursions on food supply in Turkey, Greece, and
Nicaragua; as well as the consequences of radioactive contamination of farmland in Japan. This edited collection adopts an analytical approach to understanding food
insecurity by examining how the historical and political situations in different countries have resulted in an unfolding dialectic of food insecurity and resistance, with
the most marginalized people—immigrants, those in refugee camps, poor peasants, and so forth—consistently suffering the worst effects, yet still maintaining agency to
fight back. The book tackles food insecurity on a local as well as a global scale and will thus be useful for a broad range of audiences, including students, scholars, and
the general public interested in studying food crises, globalization, and current global issues.
A Cry for Justice-Shelley Hundley 2011-09-06 In A Cry for Justice, Shelley Hundley uses her story as a backdrop to show how she found healing from the pain, guilt, and
shame of the abuse she endured as a child and how she came to know Jesus in a new way—as a righteous judge who fights for His people and takes upon Himself the
burden of our injustices and pain.
Trust Women-Rebecca Todd Peters 2018-04-10 In an age in which women’s reproductive rights are increasingly under attack, a minister and ethicist offers a stirring
argument that abortion can be a moral good Here’s a fact that we often ignore: unplanned pregnancy and abortion are a normal part of women’s reproductive lives.
Roughly one-third of US women will have an abortion by age forty-five, and fifty to sixty percent of the women who have abortions were using birth control during the
month they got pregnant. Yet women who have abortions are routinely shamed and judged, and safe and affordable access to abortion is under relentless assault, with
the most devastating impact on poor women and women of color. Rebecca Todd Peters, a Presbyterian minister and social ethicist, argues that this shaming and
judging reflects deep, often unspoken patriarchal and racist assumptions about women and women’s sexual activity. These assumptions are at the heart of what she
calls the justification framework, which governs our public debate about abortion, and disrupts our ability to have authentic public discussions about the health and
well-being of women and their families. Abortion, then, isn’t the social problem we should be focusing on. The problem is our inability to trust women to act as rational,
capable, responsible moral agents who must weigh the concrete moral question of what to do when they are pregnant or when there are problems during a pregnancy.
Ambitious in method and scope, Trust Women skillfully interweaves political analysis, sociology, ancient and modern philosophy, Christian tradition, and medical
history, and grounds its analysis in the material reality of women’s lives and their decisions about sexuality, abortion, and child-bearing. It ends with a powerful reimagining of the moral contours of pre-natal life and suggests we recognize pregnancy as a time when a woman must assent, again and again, to an ethical relationship
with the prenate.
Shield of Justice-Radclyffe 2005-08 Special Crimes Unit Investigator Rebecca Frye attempts to solve a series of sexual assaults amid dead ends, battered witnesses, and
a growing attraction to the physician who saved one of the victims.
In Pursuit of Justice-Radclyffe 2010-04-20 Second in the Justice Series. In the dynamic double sequel to Shield of Justice and A Matter of Trust, Det. Sgt. Rebecca Frye
struggles to return to duty after a near fatal shooting. Joining forces with enigmatic computer consultant J.T. Sloan, Rebecca accepts a temporary assignment with a
Federal task force investigating an Internet child pornography ring. Rebecca's obsession with finding her partner's killer and her involvement in the multi-jurisdictional
investigation threaten both her life and her new relationship with Doctor Catherine Rawlings. When Catherine becomes professionally involved and an attempt on the
life of a task force member ensues, the pursuit of justice becomes a deadly race against time.
A Matter of Justice-Charles Todd 2009-10-06 “Charles Todd hasn’t made a misstep yet in his elegant series featuring Scotland Yard detective Ian Rutledge, and A
Matter of Justice keeps the streak going.” —Cleveland Plain Dealer The Washington Post calls the Ian Rutledge novels by Charles Todd, “one of the best historical
series being written today.” A Matter of Justice—the eleventh in the New York Times Notable, Edgar® Award-nominated, and Barry Award-winning series—brings back
the haunted British police inspector and still shell-shocked World War One veteran in a tale of unspeakable murder in a small English village filled to bursting with dark
secrets and worthy suspects. A New York Times bestseller as spellbinding and evocative as the best of Ruth Rendell, Anne Perry, Martha Grimes, and P.D. James, A
Matter of Justice represents a new high for this exceptional storyteller.
Why Social Justice Matters-Brian Barry 2005-03-04 While social injustice has been increasing, the idea of social justice has been undermined by unfounded appeals to
"personal responsibility" and "equal opportunity." Brian Barry exposes the shoddy logic and distortion of reality that underpins this ideology. Once we understand the
role of the social structure in limiting options, we have to recognize that really putting into practice ideas such as equal opportunity and personal responsibility would
require a fundamental transformation of almost all existing institutions. Barry argues that only if inequalities of wealth and income are kept within a narrow range can
equal prospects for education, health and autonomy be realized. He proposes a number of policies to achieve a more equal society and argues that they are
economically feasible. But are they politically possible? The apparent stability of the status quo is delusory, he responds: radical changes in our way of life are
unavoidable.
Justice and Injustice in Re the Brick Trust Case-Aileen J. Christopher 1913
Emergent Strategy-adrienne maree brown 2017-02-20 In the tradition of Octavia Butler, here is radical self-help, society-help, and planet-help to shape the futures we
want. Change is constant. The world, our bodies, and our minds are in a constant state of flux. They are a stream of ever-mutating, emergent patterns. Rather than
steel ourselves against such change, Emergent Strategy teaches us to map and assess the swirling structures and to read them as they happen, all the better to shape
that which ultimately shapes us, personally and politically. A resolutely materialist spirituality based equally on science and science fiction: a wild feminist and afrofuturist ride! adrienne maree brown, co-editor of Octavia’s Brood: Science Fiction from Social Justice Movements, is a social justice facilitator, healer, and doula living
in Detroit.
A Matter of Interpretation-Elizabeth Mac Donald 2021-06 It's thirteenth-century Europe and a young monk, Michael Scot, has been asked by the Holy Roman Emperor
to translate the works of Aristotle and recover his 'lost' knowledge. The Scot sets to his task, travelling from the Emperor's Italian court to the translation schools of
Toledo and from there to the Moorish library of C rdoba. But when the Pope deems the translations heretical, the Scot refuses to desist. So begins a battle for power
between Church and State - one that has shaped how we view the world today.
Saving Justice-James Comey 2021-01-12 James Comey, former FBI Director and New York Times bestselling author of A Higher Loyalty, uses his long career in federal
law enforcement to explore issues of justice and fairness in the US justice system. James Comey might best be known as the FBI director that Donald Trump fired in
2017, but he’s had a long, varied career in the law and justice system. He knows better than most just what a force for good the US justice system can be, and how far
afield it has strayed during the Trump Presidency. In his much-anticipated follow-up to A Higher Loyalty, Comey uses anecdotes and lessons from his career to show
how the federal justice system works. From prosecuting mobsters as an Assistant US Attorney in the Southern District of New York in the 1980s to grappling with the
legalities of anti-terrorism work as the Deputy Attorney General in the early 2000s to, of course, his tumultuous stint as FBI director beginning in 2013, Comey shows
just how essential it is to pursue the primacy of truth for federal law enforcement. Saving Justice is gracefully written and honestly told, a clarion call for a return to
fairness and equity in the law.
Mirage of Police Reform-Robert E. Worden 2017-05-12 A free ebook version of this title is available through Luminos, University of California Press’s Open Access
publishing program. Visit www.luminosoa.org to learn more. In the United States, the exercise of police authority—and the public’s trust that police authority is used
properly—is a recurring concern. Contemporary prescriptions for police reform hold that the public would better trust the police and feel a greater obligation to comply
and cooperate if police-citizen interactions were marked by higher levels of procedural justice by police. In this book, Robert E. Worden and Sarah J. McLean argue that
the procedural justice model of reform is a mirage. From a distance, procedural justice seemingly offers a relief from strained police-community relations. But a closer
look at police organizations and police-citizen interactions shows that the relief offered by such reform is, in fact, illusory.
A Matter of Honor-Anthony Summers 2016-11-15 On the seventy-fifth anniversary, the authors of Pulitzer Prize finalist The Eleventh Day unravel the mysteries of Pearl
Harbor to expose the scapegoating of the admiral who was in command the day 2,000 Americans died, report on the continuing struggle to restore his lost honor—and
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